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Abstract - -  A modified Numerov-like eigenvalue algorithm, previously introduced, isparallelized. 
An implementation of this aJgorithm on a Helios based parallel processing transputer system is 
discussed. Time savings with respect o a sequential pproach are commented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The development of accurate methods for the higher eigenvalue calculation of Sturm-Liouville 
problems of the type 
- y "+ qy  = Ay, (1.1) 
where q is a real function of 2 and with essential boundary conditions of the type 
v(0) = v(-) = 0, (1.2) 
has been the subject of many papers in the past [1-9]. Recently the authors have introduced 
a step-dependent linear multistep method [8] and a modified Numerov method [9], based upon 
a mixed-type interpolation [10], which deliver both more accurate igenvalues than the classi- 
cal analogous methods based upon polynomial interpolation, even if they are improved with a 
so-called asymptotic orrection as introduced by Anderssen, de Hoog and Andrew in several 
papers [1-7]. 
In the modified Numerov integration method the eigenfunctions are approximated by a mixed 
interpolation function of the form 
m-2 
a cos (~ ~) + b sin (~ ~) + ~ c, ~' (m > 2). (1.3) 
,=0 
These inter_polants have been studied in detail by the authors elsewhere [10]. It is showed that the 
parameter k can be related to the period of the eigenfunction, with the restriction that k # £1r/h, 
(g = e2g). The error term related to such approximation can be written down in closed form and 
has been discussed elsewhere [11]. The above-mentioned modified Numerov method, associated 
with the interpolant (1.3) with m = 2 and derived in [12], when applied to problems of the 
type (1.1) and (1.2), gives rise to the following generalized algebraic eigenvalue problem [9]: 
-- Av+ Be Qv  = ~Bev,  (1.4) 
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• where a uniform mesh length h := ~r/(n + 1) has been considered, 
• where E~,) < E(n) < ... < E(,) are the approximations for 
At <A2 <...<An, 
• where A := (aij) is symmetric tridiagonal with 
2 
ail :=  - - - -  ( i  = 1, , n ) ;  
h~, ...  
the exact eigenvalues 
1 
aii+x := ~-~, (i = 1 , . . . ,n -  1), (1.5) 
where B0 := b (O)ij is also symmetric tridiagonal with 
2 cos 0 
b(O)ii . -  82 1 -  cos0' (i = 1, . . . ,n) ,  
1 1 
b(O)ii+l := 2(1-  cose) e 2' (i = 1 , . . . ,n -  1). 
with 0 = k h, /¢ 6 IR, 
• where 
(i.6) 
Q:=diag  (q(Zl),...,q(Xn)) with xj :=jh,  ( j= l , . . . ,n ) ,  (1.7) 
• where v := (vl, v2, . . . ,  v,) is an approximation for the eigenvector 
y 
The corresponding error term in the mesh point interval Ip = [zp-1, Xp+i] can be written as [12]: 
-k  ---~ -~+ 2(1-cos0)  (/e2yi~(r/)+y'i(r/)), 0611%, with r/6 Ip. (1.8) 
It is worthwhile to realize that (1.4)-(1.7) reduces in the limit for k --* 0 to the classical well-known 
Numerov method which reads: 
Au+ BQu = ABu,  (1.9) 
• where B := bij is also symmetric tridiagonal with 
1 10 
bli := --12, ( i= l , . . . ,n ) ;  bii+l := -~, ( i= 1 , . . . ,n - I ) ,  
• where h~ n) < A~ n) < .. .  < A ('0 are again approximations for the Sturm-Liouville igenval- 
ues .  
For the determination of possible acceptable k values in (1.4), the following algorithm has been 
proposed. One solves the problem numerically with the classical Numerov method (1.9). For the 
k th approximated eigenvalue one can easily construct by an iterative procedure the corresponding 
numerical eigenvector u. Once these values are available, a more exact approximation of the k th  
eigenvalue can be obtained by using (1.4) with a numerical value k~ for/e 2 which ensures that 
the expression 
+ (1.10) 
vanishes in the grid point zp. The fourth- and sixth-order derivatives are obtained by successive 
differentiation of the expression for y" (i.e., (1.1)). The expression (1.10) can then be expressed 
in terms of y(zp), y'(xr) and the values of the derivatives of q(z) in the mesh point zp. The first 
derivative is determined numerically by 
, , , (~. ] = y (Xp+l )  - -  y(xp-1) (1 111 
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The y(xp)-values are approximated by the derived components up of the eigenvector u. In this 
way the error term (1.10) becomes approximately zero; this ansatz does not exclude negative 
• In that case, becomes a purely imaginary number. In order to keep 
all function arguments in (1.6) real it is sufficient o replace systematically the cosine function 
by its hyperbolic equivalent and to change certain signs. Since in the evaluation of/¢(n) by (1.10) 
and (1.11) one does not use the exact yp-values, but the approximations up, one still can expect 
a step-dependent error for the eigenvalues ~('*) determined with these variable values of ~(n). 
Let us remark that, with this way of working, for each eigenvalue a different set of difference 
equations of type (1.4) is required. This substantially increases the amount of computation i  a 
sequential environment needed if many eigenvalues are wanted. 
Recent advances in computer architecture, the advent of parallel and vector processing, have 
made it theoretically feasible to reduce the time required• In the case of parallel processing these 
savings are hypothetically possible due to the processor's ability to perform n different asks 
simultaneously, rather than sequentially as is done by a computer with a single processor. In this 
paper the time savings will be discussed when the above-described theory for Sturm-Liouville 
problems is implemented on a Helios based parallel processing transputer system. 
2. COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT 
The results presented in this paper are obtained using a transputer network consisting of 
20 nodes, i.e., 16 nodes with a T800/20MHz transputer equipped with 1Mb external memory 
and 4 nodes with a T800/20MHz transputer each with 4Mb memory and each with host interface 
capability. Three of these interfaces are hosted in a PC-AT equipped with a Intel 80286 micro- 
processor with a speed of 8MHz; the fourth one is hosted in a server station with a Intel 80386 
microprocessor and a Winchester disk of 330 Mb. These PC's are interconnected via an Ethernet 
LAN using the above cited server as file server• All the sofware (compilers, applications, etc.) is 
running on the transputer nodes, except the servers which run on the PC hosts. These servers 
provide access to the hosts for system services uch as file I/O, keyboard input and screen output. 
Besides these servers a stand-alone C compiler, an INMOS Occam toolset and a Helios multi-user 
operation system, supporting a C and a MeiKo Fortran compiler are available. The calculations 
presented in this paper are performed under the Helios system [13]. This is a so-called istributed 
operating system because it is distributed across the network taking into account he resource 
map file providing the information about the available processors and resources and their physical 
interconnections. In our calculations we have considered a single transputer and two kinds of 
networks, one consisting of 5 nodes and a second one built up of 9 nodes. In the multi-transputer 
configurations, one of the nodes operates as a root processor. In our system the root processor 
is one of the processors with host interface capability. Helios provides the environment which 
enables more than one task to be running at any time, either all running on the same processor or 
distributed amongst many processors. A task is a self-contained unit (i.e., an executable program) 
which has been separately compiled and linked. A group of related tasks is called a task force• 
By related, one means tasks which work together within a simple application and between which 
data can be exchanged, using standard reads and writes over channels of communication, called 
pipes. Helios has a piece of code called the task force manager residing on the root processor. The 
task force manager automatically distributes tasks across the processors of the network, matching 
the resources available with those required by the task forces• A major advantage of the pipe 
mechanism is that one does not need to be concerned with how many processors are available 
in the system, or with how they are connected. If only one processor is available, the task force 
manager will load all the tasks onto the one processor. If only two processors are available and 
three tasks have to be distributed, then two tasks will be loaded onto one processor and the third 
task on the second processor. All this is done automatically. In our application the tasks will 
be compiled Fortran codes. In order to distribute the different asks over the available network 
the high level distribution language CDL (Component Distribution Language) available under 
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several tasks will be done by posix-level I/O calls, which are unbuffered so that every "write" is 
transferred immediately [13,14]. The I/O facilities provided by Fortran are inadequate for any 
task force more complicated than a pipeline. Therefore we propose to use a ring topology for the 
problem considered. 
3. THE FORTRAN CODES 
In order to compare xecution time, we first have to run a sequential program on one trans- 
puter and afterwards we have to transform this program in a controller master program and a 
slave program, which then has to be distributed over the available network. The sequential pro- 
gram consists of a main part and a rather large number of subprograms. In the main program, 
the dimension of the algebraic eigenvalue problems (1.4) and (1.9) is imported and the step h 
is calculated. Afterwards a lot of subroutines are called by which the classical algebraic Numerov 
problem (1.9) is constructed and solved. All eigenvalues A~ ") (k -- 1 , . . . ,  n) are determined and 
sorted in increasing order by a sorting subroutine. After writing out the first kmax <_ n val- 
ues A~ n) of interest, a loop is started in which, for every eigenvalue Ak (k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  kraal), the 
following actions are taken: 
• the corresponding eigenvector is derived by determining the u~ ") in (1.9) for every considered 
A~ ~) .
• with the help of (1.10), (1.11) whereby the eigenvector Yk is replaced by the vector u (n), 
the k (") values in each of the grid points xp are calculated. 
• the matrices occurring in the algebraic eigenvalue problem (1.4) are constructed. 
• the eigenvalues of (1.4) are determined. 
• the obtained eigenvalues are sorted in increasing order. 
• the/e ta eigenvalue E~ n) is kept as the one predicted by the modified Numerov method. 
After finishing the loop all eigenvalues selected are printed out. From the above its is clear that 
one can expect hat the time to determine/em~x eigenvalues E('*) by using this sequential pproach 
is approximately equal to /ernax times the determination of one eigenvalue. 
Evidently, the above problem can be seen as a task force consisting of a controller and a 
number of workers. The controller is responsible for the interaction with the user (input of the 
dimension of the algebraic problem, output of the uncorrected and corrected eigenvalues), the 
determination of the sorted eigenvalues of (1.9) and for setting up the workers. The workers are 
each responsible for the construction of one eigenvector and one corrected eigenvalue by solving 
problems of the type (1.4) The CDL script to implement a ring topology is 
where the controller sturmc, exe and the worker sturms, exe are two compiled and linked For- 
tran codes wherein the subroutines and functions developed for the sequential program are re- 
distributed. Notice that the number of workers is determined by a compile-time argument r$1]. 
The first step to start up the pipeline is to determine the number of worker components and to 
initialise every worker so that it knows its position in the pipeline and the length of it. This 
mechanism is described in [14]. In the second place the control component has to transfer to 
the start of the worker's pipeline all necessary information, i.e., the dimension of the algebraic 
problem, the step length, the matrix diagonalized in (1.9), all eigenvalues of interest of (1.9); 
after the determination by each worker of its appropriate igenvalue, this eigenvalue is sent into 
the pipe, so that it finally reaches the controller. These transfers are settled by posix I /O calls. 
In the sequential program as well as in the parallelized version the time is measured for the 
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4. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
In order to facilitate the comparison with the results of [6], we choose for our numerical 
example q(z )  = e =. The effectiveness of our model is shown in Table 1, where we compare for 
n = 39 our E(n) and A (n) for k = 1 , . . . ,  10 with the asymptotically corrected values /~(") of 
Andrew and Paine [6]. It is clear that the E('*)'s are the most accurate, a fact that we have 
discussed in a similar context in detail in [9]. 
Table 1. Errors (×103 ) in various est imates for q(x)  e x 
k Ak ()~k - ,~(39))103 (Ak -- A(39))10 z (A~ - E(39))103 
1 4.8966694 0.0027 0.0028 0.00{20 
2 10.0451900 0.0325 0.0428 0.0003 
3 16.0192670 0.1137 0.2270 0.0000 
4 23.2662710 0.2317 0.8837 -0 .0001 
5 32.2637070 0.3979 2.8801 -0 .0002 
6 43,2200200 0.5820 8.0436 0.0253 
7 56.1815940 0.8158 19.6782 0.0003 
8 71.1529980 1.0913 43.2853 0.0171 
9 88.1321190 1.1411 87.2763 0.0747 
10 107.1166800 1.7778 164.0278 0.2485 
Table 2. The  t ime for deriving k eigenvalues with the sequential  a lgor i thm and two parallel approaches.  
The  t ime savings are also indicated. 
k sequential  four workers eight workers 
t ime (CLK-TCK)  t ime (CLK-TCK)  t ime savings t ime (CLK-TCK)  t ime savings 
1 793 794 1.00 795 1,00 
2 1576 797 0.51 799 0.51 
3 2357 799 0.34 801 0.34 
4 3136 806 0.26 807 0.26 
5 3910 1580 0.40 810 0.21 
6 4707 1600 0.34 819 0.17 
7 5481 1607 0.29 827 0.15 
8 6260 1608 0.26 827 0.13 
9 7063 1617 0.22 1612 0.23 
10 7853 2409 0.30 1620 0.21 
11 8644 2414 0.28 1622 0.19 
12 9433 2415 0.26 1624 0.17 
13 10226 2397 0.23 1635 0.16 
14 11043 2430 0.22 1654 0.15 
15 11631 1652 0.14 
16 12571 1672 0.13 
17 13364 1661 0.12 
18 14160 2449 0,17 
19 14953 2453 0.16 
20 15746 2456 0.16 
To show the time savings of the parallelized version of the algorithm with respect to the 
sequential program, we give in Table 2 the computer un time for the determination of k eigen- 
values (k = 1 , . . . ,  n) for (1.4) following the techniques described in Section 3. The times are 
expressed in clock ticks (CLK-TCK); for the computer configuration used 1 CLK-TCK = 64 ps. 
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is approximately equal to k times the time necessary for one eigenvalue. For the parallelized 
algorithm two rings have been considered, one with £ = 4 and one with £ = 8 workers. Notice 
that when working with g workers and asking for k eigenvalues with k > l the task force manager 
is distributing the slave or worker tasks over the ring in such a way that the first g eigenvalues 
are calulated on each of the workers, the (g + 1) th slave task is loaded on the root processor, 
where a/so the controller task is loaded, etc. By this it is clear from Table 2 that the time needed 
for the determination of k eigenvalues with k < £ is approximately equal to the time needed for 
one eigenvalue. For ~ + 1 < k < 2~ + 1, the time needed is approximately comparable to the 
one used for the calculation of two eigenvalues in a sequential environment, etc. Since for every 
eigenvalue determination the slave program is again loaded on the node, this way of working is 
limited by the memory available in each node. In the case where we work with four slaves, the 
procedure runs out of memory after distributing three slave task over the ring. The theoretically 
predictable time saving TS for a determination of k eigenvalues on a system consisting of a root 
processor and £ slaves is then 
• fo r l<k<g TS=~ 
• fo r~+l  <k<2g+l  
• for 2g+2 < k <3£+2 
• etc. 
TS= 
TS= 
From Table 2 it is clear that these theoretical values are experimentally reached. This shows that 
the communication time is more or less negligible with respect o the real running time. 
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Applying (3.3) also yields 
OBB(s) = [~AB + E'AB " GBB = .3s + .18 
s ~ +.9s +.03" 
Next, note that SB is the "reliability" function of state B, given that the state was B at T = 0. 
Thus, SB(t) = e -6 ' ,  so by (3.4), we obtain 
s+ .3 
PAB (s) -- ,~ + .9s + .03" 
From model II, we require Gxx and Pxx .  We take r = 2 and s = 3 which are of course intended 
to have didactic value if not realism. In a manner similar to that made in the computation for 
model I is obtained 
P xx(,) = 6 
(, + 3)(, + 2)' 
6 (7.5) 
Gxx(s )  = + 5s" 
Then, we have from (3.5), 
Pxx(s )= 1 (1+ 6)  s+3 
s+2 s2-~ 5s - s~ + hs" 
Now, define HB(t) = GBB(t) .  Pxx( t )  + PBB(t)" Gxx( t ) .  We are in fact interested in agB(s). 
To find this, one must invert the transforms GnB (s), Pxx  (s) and so on, perform multiplication 
and addition in the time domain, and then re-transform. A numerical mathematics package is 
helpful here. By this means one obtains 
3 
E ~i ,3- i  
~IB(8)----. i=1 
E Vi$ -i 
i----1 
where 
By (5.6) we have 
g= [6.1500 34.6350 13.0995], 
~'--[1.0000 11.8000 39.3700 26.9040 0.8859]. 
ZBB,XX(')  = f iB( ' )"  I1 - -  2BB,XX ] . 
Writing ZBB,XX in rational form as ZtB°P(s)/Zb°t(s) yields 
z top  /-_/-top zbot  B = "'B , = s.  (H~ °p -4- Hb°t), (7.6) 
6 
giving ZB = ~ wis 6-i. Here, u~ = [1.0000 11.8000 45.5200 61.5390 13.9854 0.00]. Next 
i----1 
we require HA(t) = GAB(t) • Pxx( t )  + PAB(t) • axx( t ) .  Setting/-)A(s) ut°P/~rb°t ="A ~"A , we find 
that 
4 5 
HtOp ~ U" 4-i ~-~ V S 5-i A = ,~ ,S , HA = ~ i , (7.7) 
i----1 /=1 
where 
~=[0.3000 2.8500 10.7010 13.8294], 
~'=[1.0000 11.8000 39.3700 26.9040 0.8859]. 
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Next, we apply (5.7) and obtain using a similar notation 
ztop(8) = r. . r top/~bot ~top  h 
IJ A k~B -- 8"~,B 1, 
T_irbot 7bot = , . , ,  a • 
(7.8) 
The numerator of ZA has degree 7 in s, and the denominator has degree 9, but they have 5 roots 
in common. When the corresponding factors have been canceled, what remains is 
3 
E ai8 -I 
2AB,XX(8)- i= l  5 
bi sS-i 
i=1 
where 
~= [1.0000 6.9000 17.7300], 
b= [1.0000 9.2000 21.6000 5.3790 0.0000]. 
Now, ZAB,XX(S) has distinct poles, and its partial fraction expansion corresponds to the explicit 
exponomial form of ZAB,XX(t). Writing simply 2 and Z, we have 
4 
2(s )  : " 
i= l  S ~- pi ' 
where we write ~ and ff in column form 
~= ~= 
0.98884551031790 
-0.05848988319612 
0.08378848442687 
-1.01414411154865 
0 
-5.35172855471732 
-3.56645190997164 
-0.28181953531104 
4 
Then, of course Z(t) = ~ aie p,t. 
i=l 
Consider the SHARPE input file for the combined model, together with the output information 
about node 4 in Figure 7.3. The distribution given is conditional upon entering the absorbing 
state 4. When multiplied by the given entrance probability, this gives the unconditional distri- 
bution, which is seen to agree with ZAB,XX(t) to 9 digits of accuracy. 
In the second example we depict several physical components and their failure modes hierar- 
chically. New features which were not present in the first example include 
(1) determination of a simple exponential form of a distribution given its mean and variance, 
(2) semi-Markov transitions, 
(3) double poles in certain transition transforms, 
(4) trigonometric solutions, 
(5) neither coincident state is an initial state. 
The example is a simplification of one aspect of the Integrated Airframe/Propulsion Control 
System Architecture (IAPSA). See [26, p. 71]. The nodes (sensor-processor pairs) form a reeon- 
figurable duplex. The failure rate of each component is ¢ = .003, the resulting model is shown 
in Figure 7.4. Here C and E are failure states, but as in the previous example we are concerned 
with failure modes arising from coincident conditions on separate structural levels. The transi- 
tion function c(t) represents he distribution of system reconfiguration time. It is the distribution 
of the random variable which is the sum of the times taken by the duplex operating system to 
detect an error, isolate the faulty unit, and configure to a simplex system. Experimentation with 
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bind 
alph . S 
bet . 5 
lam . I 
r 2. 
s 3. 
end  
markov death 
14  alph 
12r  
21s  
2 3 alph 
3 2 bet  
34s  
351am 
end 
I I. 
end 
cdf (death, 4) 
end 
Q 
information about system death node 4 
probability of entering node: 9.88845510e-01 
conditional CDF for time of reaching this 
absorbing state 
1.00000000e+00 t (0 )  exp( 0.00000000e+00 t) 
+ -I.02558398e+00 t (0 )  exp(-2.81819538e-01 ~) 
+ 8.47336450e-02 t (0 )  exp(-3.56645191e+00 t) 
+ -5.91496676e-02 t (0 )  exp(-S.35172855e+00 ~) 
mean: 3.62644539e+00 
variance: 1.26658132e+01 
Figure 7.3. 
¢ 
Figure 7.4. Duplex Node System. 
faults injected into the system has yielded a mean time of .01 sec with a variance of .001 sec 2. 
According to Section 6, a hyper-exponomial distribution can be used for c(t). A SHARPE model, 
and output realizing this are given in Figure 7.5, model "reconfig." 
The other hierarchical component of the system is a dual partition network to which the nodes 
are attached. For simplicity we assume that either of two states can hold: both partitions are 
functioning, or else one partition is functioning and the other is undergoing repair (by configuring 
in a spare communication link). The "degraded" network is fully functional when the "node" 
system I is in either a stable duplex or simplex mode. However, the overall system cannot olerate 
a simultaneous partition repair and duplex-to-simplex reconfiguration. The two-state model in 
Figure 7.6 illustrates the communication network, model II. 
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bind 
p . 025 
mu7.  
lam 150 
end 
markov reconfig 
I 3mu 
231am 
end 
l p  
2 1.-p 
end 
cdf (reconfig) 
end 
CDF fo r  system reconf ig :  
l.O0000000e+O0 t (O)  exp( O.O0000000e+O0 t)  
+ -2.50000000e-02 ¢(O)  exp(-7.0OOOOOOOe+O0 t)  
+ -9.TSOOOOOOe-01 t (O)  exp(-1.SOOOOOOOe+02 t)  
mean: 1.00714286e-02 
variance: 1.00564116e-03 
Figure 7.5. 
Ct 
© 
b(t) 
Figure 7.6. Repairable network. 
The partition failure rate is taken as a constant a = .01; due to a rather complete understanding 
of the link repair mechanism, the repair distribution b(t) is precisely known and is shown in 
Figure 7.7 (model net-repair). As indicated in the SHARPE output, the mean and variance of 
repair are roughly .02 sec and .0003 sec 2, respectively. Note the factor of t in one of the terms 
of b(t). 
In the notation of the last example we are concerned with the function ZAs,xy(T). This is 
the probability given that model I begins (at t = 0) in A and model II begins in X, that before 
the time t = T model I has been in B simultaneous with model II being in state Y. To this end 
one must find, for model I, the quantities GBB, PBB, GAS, and PAB. For model II, one seeks 
Gyy, Pyy, Gxy, and PxY. 
Since B is not a recurrent state, we immediately obtain Gns = 0 and thus PnB(T) = 1-SB(T) 
from (3.4), second equation. A calculation of the distributions FBc and FBD yields 
SB = FBC + FBD = 1 - pe  - (~+~') '  - qe - (~+x) t .  
Since GAB -'- EAB = dFAB = 2¢e -2¢t, we also have 
~0 T PAB(T) = 2¢e-2¢r[1 -- S(T -  v)] dr. 
We could also obtain PAB directly from the SHARPE model in Figure 7.8. The quantity PAA is 
obviously e -2@t, and the SHARPE output gives the total failure distribution, that is PAc + PAD, 
SO PAB is 1 minus the sum of these two quantities. 
Converting to the s-domain, one has GAS(S) = 2@/(s + 2¢) and 
p 
PAB(s) = + q] 
s + 4,+,k " 
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bind 
p .02 
mu 16. 
lam 100. 
end 
markov net-repair 
1 2mu 
341am 
45 lain 
end 
1p  
3 1.-p 
end 
cdf (net - repa i r )  
end 
CDF fo r  system net - repa i r :  
+ 1.00000000e+O0 ¢(O)  exp( O.O0000000e+O0 t )  
-9.80000000e+01 t (1 )  exp(-1.0OOOOOOOe+02 t )  
+ -9.80000000e-01 t (O)  exp(-1.0OOOOOOOe+02 t )  
+ -2.00000000e-02 t (O)  exp(-1.6OOOOOOOe+01 t )  
mean: 2. 08500000e-02 
var iance:  3.09527500e-04 
Figure 7.7. 
bind 
phi .003 
pC .025 
qC .975 
mu 7. 
la.= 150. 
end 
semimark nodes 
1 2 exp(2*ph i )  
2 3 exp(phi) 
2 4 genT 
1,0,OT 
-pC,O,-muT 
-qC,O,-lam 
end 
11.  
end 
cdf(nodes) 
end 
CDF for system nodes: 
l.O0000000e+O0 t (O)  exp( O.O0000000e+O0 t) 
+ -1.00006044e+00 t (O)  exp(-6.0OOOOOOOe-03 ¢) 
+ 2.14377590e-05 t (O)  exp(-7.003OOOOOe+O0 t) 
+ 3.90007800e-05 t (O)  exp(-1.5OOO3OOOe+02 t) 
Figure7.8. Notehowinthe modd, thesemi-M~kovtransit~nisente~d ~ agener~ 
~stdbution. 
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._ . ~top l~bot where Also ,  eyy  Zyy  -.}- r_cyy Vyy  f rom (2.3) .  In  fac t  Gyy(8)  "-  Uyy /vyy  
~top 
yy  = 10 s x (0.00000320s 2 % 0.09864000s + 1.6000) 
~bot 
yy  = i05 x (O.O0001000s 4 + 0.0021601000s 3 + 0.13202156800s 2 + 1.60033360000s + 0). 
Next, from (3.3), second equation, we have Gxy(T) = E, xy(T) + f [  ~Exy(v) Gyy(T-  v) dr, so 
.01 r ~,bot ~ g%_top ] t ryy  "I- ~.~yy 
(~rXy(8)  - -  8 -t" .01 ! 7~_-6-o~- 
L "~YY 
Next, from (3.4), letting L, denote Laplace transform 
IOOV V 
Pxy(s) = Gxy(s). L,[I - b(t)] = Gxy(x). (s ÷ i00) 2 ~" - -  
s + 100 
1 -V  + 
Here, V = .98 as indicated in Figure 7.7 (model repair-net). 
We begin computing the quantities that govern the coincident states. Firstly, since GBB(t) = 0 
we have from (5.6) 
ZBB,yy(T )  = t I~y(O . [1 - Zss ,YY(O]  dr, 
where HBy(t) = PsB(t). Gyy(t). Solving yields 
ZBB,YY  ~-- 
After some simplification, one arrives at 
HBt°P Y 
8( ~rbot fstop ~ " 
~,'" BY  -~- "" BY  ) 
10 
2B, , r r ( s )  = s + 
j----1 
-~= lO-Sx ~*= 
4.1360951 
2.6757974 - 1220.9445298i 
2.6757974 + 1220.9445298i 
0.1175371 
-6.5008554 
0.2214496 - Ii.7051909i 
0.2214496 ÷ 11.7051909i 
0.0217117 
-3.5689825 
Manipulation of(5.7) yields the formulas 
0 
-2.500031 
-2.500031 
-1.660038 
-1.500127 
- 1.070078 
- 1.070078 
-0.230031 
-0.070032 
+ 0.001565/ 
- 0.001565/ 
+ 0.009775/ 
- 0.009775/ 
~top ~Ttop - bot o~top 
AB,XY  ---- " 'AX  " k~BY - -  ° ' - 'BY]  
~bot  ~rbot F/bot 
AB,XY  ~ ~xAX " "-JBY" 
Here Hxx(t) = GAB(t) Pxy(t) -I- PAB(t) Gxy(t). We present flax explicitly; its value when 
s = 0 is of interest in that it represents the long-term or steady-state arrival density. Since in 
practice Z~B,yr(t) is very small, formula (5.7) shows that the long-term probability of ending up 
in our coincident failure state (B, Y), instead of one of the other failure states, should be very close 
to this number which is 3.09 x 10 -4. Approximating our semi-Markov models by constant rate 
models gives an estimate of 2.99 x 10 -4 for this probability. We do not give ZAB,XY(t) explicitly, 
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since there are many terms. There is a strong temptation to simplify ,~(s) by canceling roots in 
numerator and denominator which seem equal or very close, but this is a numerically delicate 
procedure. Instead we give HAX (t) explicitly from the partial fraction expansion. 
We obtain 
~top i0 
 AX(8) _ "'AX "3 
= (s + " 'AX  j= l  
= 10 -6 x 
Then, writing 
we get 
-0.000038 + 0.001930/ 
-0.000038 - 0.001930i 
-0.389927 
-0.214333 
-0.596018 + 29.687109i 
-0.596018 - 29.687109/ 
-0.074953 
1.854995 
0.016351 
-2.500079 
-2.500079 
-1.500030 
-0.070030 
-1.000109 
-1.000109 
-0.160062 
-0.000060 
-1.000063 
+ 0.009899i 
- 0.009899i 
+ 0.009899/ 
- 0.009899/ 
8 lO 
AX =- ai8 , aaAX = bis i - l ,  
i=1 i=1 
0 1.0000e + 00 
1.2000e - 04 9.7306e + 02 
1.0796e - 01 3.8452e + 05 
3.8301e + 01 7.9588e + 07 
6.7934e + 03 9.2674e + 09 
6.2567e + 05 6.0156e + 11 
2.7433e + 07 1.9872e + 13 
4.2901e + 08 2.6289e + 14 
1.9499e + 09 1.0529e + 15 
Letting crj = dj + ej i, pj = u I + vj i, where i = ~ ,  we get 
HAX(t )  = 0"3 ep3t + o'se p~t + crZe p't -{- 6rsePst -[- cr9ePgt 
+ 2eU"(dl cos v,t + ez sin vlt) + 2eU't(d4 cos v4t + e4 sin v4t). (7.9) 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
An important recent approach in reliability (and performance) theory is found in the use of 
closed-form, analytical solutions. One advantage is that this approach lends itself very well to 
models which are built up of smaller submodels in a hierarchical fashion. In this manner fault 
arrival behavior, system response, architectural fault-tolerance f atures, and operating system 
features can be analyzed separately. Each model yields an analytic expression, which can then 
be put together according to formulas valid for the underlying stochastic process. 
In practice, closed-form hierarchical solution of dependability problems has seen limited use. 
One limitation is that in combining two models, new failure states may have to be considered, 
which do not arise naturally from any particular failure state of either constituent submodel. 
We have presented a method for resolving such a situation. Using our formulas, it would seem 
feasible to incorporate the possibility of failure arising from the interaction of different hierarchical 
levels into a solution package such as SHARPE. The point of view we have presented emphasizes 
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:ertain density functions and distributions arising in the study of semi-Markov processes. These 
luantities shed new light even on constant-rate processes, and are the key to solving models 
)y decomposition. Large classes of (cyclic) semi-Markov chains can now be solved using the 
oundations laid in this article. The question of the numerical robustness of the closed-form 
Lpproach is still an open one. This does not detract from the fact that "exponomial" methods 
Lre of great potential value in solving the problems of reliability modeling, which remain of both 
)ractical and theoretical interest. 
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